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Abstract 
Darondeau, Ph. and P. Degano, Refinement of actions in event structures and causal trees, 
Theoretical Computer Science 118 (1993) 21-48. 
Refinement of actions allows one to design systems in a top-down style, changing the level of 
abstraction by interpreting actions on a higher level by more complicated processes on a lower level. 
We study action refinement in two connected models for true concurrency. The first model is an 
adaptation of prime event structures, called d-free event structures. In this model refinement 
amounts to an expansion of events into event structures. Refinement is compatible with the 
history-preserving equivalence on event structures. The second model, called causal trees, is an 
explicit representation for event structures factored by history-preserving bisimulation. Causal trees 
are equipped with derived refinement operations, defined in an inductive way. The two models for 
refinement are shown to agree. Causal trees may, therefore, be used to construct a semantic alculus 
for algebras of process terms enriched with refinement, where terms are interpreted as classes of 
history-preserving equivalent event structures. 
1. Introduction 
A recent trend in the field of concurrency is to test process equivalences against 
action rejinement. The following is a quotation from [13]: “We consider the design of 
concurrent systems in the framework of approaches where the basic building blocks 
are the actions which may occur in a system. By an action we understand any activity 
which is considered as a conceptual entity on a chosen level of abstraction. This allows 
to design systems in a top-down style, changing the level of abstraction by interpreting 
actions on a higher level by more complicated processes on a lower level. We refer to 
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such a step in the design of a system as refinement of actions”. For this design 
technique to be sensible, action refinement should operate on the semantics of 
processes, not only on their syntax. Action refinement should, therefore, be compat- 
ible with the behavioural equivalence which determines the semantics of processes. 
Two main families of models for concurrency may be found in the literature: models 
in which the independent execution of two processes finds expression in the interleav- 
ing of their atomic actions, and models in which the interplay between nondetermin- 
ism and concurrency is rendered without mixing up the different sources of nonlinear 
behaviour. Typical of the former models are synchronization trees [21], in which the 
branching structure reflects nondeterminism, while the total ordering on each path 
represents the temporal ordering of actions in one run. Typical of the latter type of 
models are event structures [23], in which the conflict relation reflects nondetermin- 
ism, while the partial order on events represents their causal dependencies. In both 
kinds of models, behavioural equivalences erve to assign meanings to processes by 
corresponding factor operations. In this study, we are interested in equivalences based 
on the notion of bisimulation for transition systems [24], such as strong equivalence on 
synchronization trees [22] or history-preserving bisimulation on event structures 
[ll, 12,251. The question of the resistance of bisimulation equivalences to action 
refinement, already addressed for interleaving in [lo, 173, is addressed here in the 
alternative case of true concurrency. 
Labelled event structures lend themselves to action refinement in a most natural 
way: refining actions amounts to expanding events selected by their labels into 
corresponding event structures and to distributing causality and conflict relations 
over the newly created events. This form of action refinement has been studied by van 
Glabbeek and Goltz in a series of papers [12-151. Finite and conflict-free action 
refinements were first introduced in the context of prime event structures and proved 
compatible with history-preserving bisimulation [12], relying on the compositional 
behaviour of refinement on configurations of prime event structures. This nice 
behaviour extends to a wider family of configuration structures covering other types of 
event structures [13]. Next, the results were generalized to arbitrary refinements in 
flow event structures [14, 151. In flow event structures, as opposed to prime event 
structures, the heredity of the conflict relation and the axiom of finite causes are 
relaxed, which allows one to refine events by unrestricted event structures with 
nondeterministic and possibly infinite behaviour. 
The issue of action refinement has also been dealt with in the context of process 
algebras, e.g. in [3,4, 161. There, splitting and more general forms of action refinement 
have been proved compatible with various bisimulation equivalences accounting for 
actions with nonsimultaneous begins and ends, such as ST-equivalence [16] or time 
equivalence [19]. The challenge one faces is to axiomatize such congruences for 
various process algebras enriched with action refinement, including possibly commun- 
ication [4]. Nevertheless, the purely algebraic approach taken in these studies does 
not lead to explicit models for the axioms. For that reason, the effect of action 
refinement remains, to a large extent, mysterious. For lack of an explicit model of 
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event structures factored by history-preserving bisimulation, a similar criticism ap- 
plies to action refinement in event structures, where, moreover, the absence of a syntax 
makes any axiomatization rather problematic. 
The goal of the paper is to fill that gap with the help of causal trees [9], which are 
a variant of synchronization trees where labels are pairs, consisting of an action and 
a set of backwards pointers to selected ancestor arcs in the tree, namely, the causes of 
that action. Causal trees are a possible representation for nondeterministic and 
partially ordered behaviours, well suited to an axiomatic treatment. The first step 
taken in this work is to encode the behaviour of event structures into causal trees. The 
essential justification for this encoding is that it reduces history-preserving equiva- 
lence on event structures to strong equivalence on causal trees. The second step is to 
transpose the definition of static refinement on event structures into a suitable 
definition of dynamic refinement on causal trees, carried over by the same encoding. 
The result is an inductive definition of dynamic refinement in axiomatic style. It is seen 
immediately from this definition that dynamic refinement is compatible with strong 
equivalence on causal trees; thus, we retrieve indirectly the result of van Glabbeek and 
Goltz. The final step is to construct a complete set of axioms for strong causal 
congruence in an elementary algebra of noncommunicating processes with operations 
of prefixing, nondeterministic omposition, asynchronous composition and dynamic 
refinement. 
Before we fix the organization of the paper, let us specify the scope and methods of 
the study. As regards refinement in event structures, we depart from the choice of van 
Glabbeek and Goltz to deal with flow euent structures and treat instead a smaller 
family of A-free euent structures. Flow event structures, due to Boudol and Castellani 
[S, 73, are sufficiently general to represent processes involving any conflict or dead- 
lock situation that may possibly arise from communication in CCS. But, in return, 
some intuition is lost due to the lack of transitivity of the causal relation. The 
restriction to A-free event structures, where the heredity of conflicts has been weakened 
just enough to avoid complicated definitions for refinement, affords a simplification 
because the static causality relation is still an order in that framework. But the 
constructions given in this paper do not apply soundly to flow event structures in the 
presence of deadlocks. More elaborated constructions, incorporating the deadlock- 
sensitive history-preserving bisimulation of [ 151 and the causal trees with deadlocks of 
[18], are desired for application to algebras of communicating processes. Our second 
remark is about the method we follow to encode the behaviour of A-free event 
structures into causal trees and carry the definition of refinement from one domain to 
the other. For the sake of presentation, we proceed by elementary steps through a chain 
of behavioural models that link event structures to causal trees. We pass first from 
configurations to computation traces, defined as sequences of events caused by previous 
events, next to computation trees, obtained by tying up computation traces glued by 
their left factors, and finally to causal trees, by forgetting about the identity of events. 
The detailed organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 brings in A-free event 
structures and recalls the definition of history-preserving equivalence. Operations of 
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static refinement are defined for d-free event structures and proved to behave in 
a compositional way in Section 3. We develop, in Section 4, a chain of behavioural 
structures leading from event structures to causal trees, and state the agreement 
between history-preserving equivalence on event structures and strong equivalence on 
causal trees. Following the same chain, three alternative versions of dynamic refine- 
ment are introduced in Section 5, ending with dynamic refinement in causal trees. In 
the last section, we prove that history-preserving equivalence resists to action refine- 
ment and state axioms for strong congruence in an elementary algebra of causal trees 
supplied with operations of prefixing, nondeterministic omposition, asynchronous 
composition and dynamic refinement. 
2. Prime and d-free event structures 
Event structures are a classical and well-investigated framework for representing 
true concurrency. Various versions of event structures have been defined in the 
literature. In the oldest and simplest version of event structures, namely, prime event 
structures [23], concurrent processes are modelled by sets of events equipped with two 
relations that describe, respectively, the causal dependencies between events and the 
incompatibilities between occurrences of events that exclude each other. When events 
are labelled by names taken from some alphabet of actions /i, the definition of prime 
labelled event structures is as follows. (We make no distinction between visible and 
invisible actions, for we do not consider the issue of hiding). 
Definition 2.1 (Prime labelled event structures). 
A prime event structure labelled on A is a quadruple L= (E, <, #, 1) consisting of 
(i) a set of events E; 
(ii) a causality relation < which is a partial order on E obeying the principle of 
finite causes: for every event e the subset of E dominated by e (i.e. the set {e’E E I e’ Ge}) 
is finite; 
(iii) a conflict relation # which is a symmetric and irreflexive relation on E disjoint 
from the causality relation and satisfying the principle of heredity ofconjicts: (e # e’ 
and e’<e”) imply (e # e”); and 
(iv) a labelling function 1: E+A. 
Causal independence of events or concurrency, is a derived notion. Relation 
co E E x E is defined as follows: (e co e’) if and only if 1 (e < e’ V e’ < e V e # e’). The 
dynamics of prime event structures are represented by their sets of configurations 
which may be thought of as histories of distributed computations. A configuration is 
a set of nonconflicting events whose causes also must be present in that configuration. 
Definition 2.1 (continued). A subset X of E is a conjguration of L (notation: XeC(L)) 
if and only if it is both 
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(i) left-closed: (eczX and e’<e) imply (e’EX), and 
(ii) conflict-free: (Ve, e’EX) i (e # e’). 
An essential fact about prime event structures is that their sets of configurations 
ordered by set inclusion are the coherent and finitary prime algebraic domains [27]. 
In such a domain (C(L), E), two configurations X and X’ are compatible if and only if 
3 YEC(L). (X G Y A X’ E Y), every family of pairwise compatible configurations has 
a least upper bound given by its union, and a configuration X is maximal if and only if 
it is complete in the following sense: for any event e in E, (eEX) V 3e’ (e # e’ A e’EX). 
In a prime event structure, an event occurs always with the same cause, specified by 
a unique set of nonconflicting events. Difficulties arise therefrom in defining action 
refinement. These difficulties may be overcome by making copies of events, but it is 
preferable, for simplicity, to allow events to be enabled by several conflicting causes 
each of which is a set of nonconflicting events. This is the case in stable event structures 
[27] and inflow event structures [S, 71, two families of nontransitive vent structures 
with nonhereditary conflicts. Both happen to produce the coherent and finitary 
prime-algebraic domains as their ordered sets of configurations, with relationships 
Primec Flow and Flow c Stable. For a better intuition, we prefer to stick here to 
a transitive causality relation. We will, therefore, define a more restricted family of 
event structures, called A-free, with relationships Prime c A-free and A-free c Flow, 
where the axiom of conflict heredity is weakened and the principle of finite causes is 
dropped. The name A-free is reminiscent of an axiom named A in [6], different from 
the one introduced, with the same name, in [S]. 
Definition 2.2 (A-free labelled event structures). A A-free event structure labelled on 
A is a quadruple L = (E, <, #, 1) consisting of 
(i) a set of euents E; 
(ii) a causality relation < which is a well-founded partial order on E; 
(iii) a conflict relation # which is a symmetric and irreflexive relation on E disjoint 
from the causality relation and satisfying the principle of weak heredity of conjicts: 
(e # e’ and e’ < e”) imply (e # e” or e < e”); and 
(iv) a labelling function 1: E-+A. 
The concurrency relation co is defined as for prime event structures. The name 
A-free event structures just means that the pattern A (see Fig. 1) is banned, which is the 
import of the principle of weak heredity of conflicts. 
< co A 
# 
Fig. 1. The excluded pattern A. 
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Definition 2.2 (continued). A subset X of E is a configuration of L (notation: XeC(L)) 
if and only if it is 
(i) jinitary: for every e in X, the subset of X dominated by e ({e’EX 1 e’<e}) is 
finite; 
(ii) conj%ct-free: (Ve, e’EX) 7 (e # e’); 
(iii) left-closed up to conf7ict: (eeX and e’<e) imply ((e’EX) or (Ie”EX)(e”<e and 
e’ # e”)). 
Examples. Some sample event structures are shown in Fig. 2 (where the causal order 
is the transitive closure of the relation materialized by the continuous segments, 
oriented downwards). Let us consider the d-free (and prime) event structure A. If we 
refine a to the d-free (and prime) event structure B, we obtain the d-free (but not 
prime) event structure C. There, the event labelled b may be caused either by the event 
labelled c or by the event ,labelled d, giving rise to incompatible configurations {c, b > 
and {d, b}. Similarly, the d-free (and prime) event structure F may be produced by 
refining b to E in D. Figure 2G shows an event structure which is not d-free because it 
does not satisfy the axiom of weak heredity of conflicts. Figure 2H shows a d-free 
event structure produced by refining a to I in A. Notice that {c, b} is not a configura- 
a 
b % 
(A) 
c 
d x 
W W (G) 
c +___ d 
\,/’ 
Ob 
(Cl 
b 
;1---#--~ 
(D) 
tl 
(J) 
Fig. 2. Some event structures. 
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tion of H, whereas {c,d, b}EC(H). Figure 25 sketches a A-free (but not prime) event 
structure which does not respect the axiom of finite causes but that may, nevertheless, 
be obtained by refining a in A to a prime and hence A-free event structure whose 
events labelled 1,2, . are pairwise conflicting. 
Although the A-free event structures are a superset of the prime event structures, the 
liberty to make use of conflicting causes entails no fundamental change w.r.t. config- 
urations: the ordered set of configurations (C(L), G) of a A-free event structure is still 
a coherent and finitary prime-algebraic domain. The direct verification of this fact 
(which also follows from the inclusion A-freecFlow) is easy. Naturally, the finite 
elements of the domain are the finite configurations, and the complete primes are the 
configurations endowed with a unique maximal element. 
Exercise. Let us show that configurations XEC(L) with the property that 
(geEX)(Ve’EX)(e’de) are complete primes. Suppose Xc u F for some compatible 
set of configurations F, thus, u FEC(L). Let e be the maximal event in X; then 
(3 YEF). eE Y and either Xc Y or (3e’<e)(e’EX A e’$ Y). Because Y is a configura- 
tion, the second member of the alternative entails e’ # e”< e for some e”E Y, contra- 
dicting the compatibility of F. Hence, Xc Y and X is a complete prime. 
Some usual properties of the set of configurations C(L) of a A-free event structure 
L. = (E, <, # , I) are the following: 
(i) Let XEC(L) and YcX; then YEC(L) iff Y is left-closed with respect to +. 
(ii) Let X, YEC(Z,); then X and Y are compatible iff (VeEX)(Ve’E Y) 1 (e # e’). 
(iii) Let XcC(L) be finite; then X is maximal iff X is complete. 
Exercise. Let us show that if X is finite and maximal in C(L) then X is complete. 
Define Y as the largest subset of E such that X A Y=8 and (VegX)(Ve’E Y) 1 (e # e’), 
and suppose Y is not empty. Since the causal order d is well founded, Y contains at 
least one event e which is minimal w.r.t. <, y. Consider the finite and conflict-free set 
Z = X u {e}. Because X is maximal, Z is not a configuration of L. Therefore, there 
exists some event e’ < e such that e’$X and (Ve”EX)(e’ # e” * 1 (e”<e)). Let us 
prove that e’E Y. Suppose e’ # e”’ for some e”‘EX; then, by the axiom of weak 
heredity of conflicts, e”’ # e or e”’ de. Nevertheless, e”’ # e is impossible because eE Y 
and e”‘de is impossible by definition of e’; hence, e’E Y, but this enters in contradic- 
tion with the assumption e’<e. It must be inferred therefrom that Y is empty. Thus, 
X is complete. 
According to van Glabbeek and Goltz [15], a deadlock in an event structure is 
a configuration which is maximal but not complete. Hence, every A-free event 
structure is deadlock-free. All the constructions and results stated in this paper for 
A-free event structures are valid more generally for deadlock-free event structures. 
The set of configurations of a A-free event structure labelled on A can be seen as the 
set of states of a transition system with transitions X--l(e)-*Xu {e> labelled on A. 
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Fig. 3. Two equivalent event structures (+ means conflict). 
Hence, labelled event structures may be considered up to strong bisimulation, in the 
Park and Milner sense. Unfortunately, the spirit of true concurrency gets lost in that 
case because all event structures may be reduced, up to strong equivalence, to event 
structures with an empty concurrency relation. In order to maintain true concurrency, 
only those configurations that exhibit similar causal dependencies between events 
should be put in correspondence by the relation of bisimulation. A notion of causality- 
preserving bisimulation based on this consideration was introduced in [25] and 
discussed in [l 11. This equivalence was further studied, in connection with refinement, 
by van Glabbeek and Goltz [12], who called it history-preserving bisimulation. 
Notation. Let Cr(L) denote the set offinite configurations of the event structure L. 
Definition 2.3 (History-preserving bisimulation). Two event structures L = (E, <, 
#, 1) and L’ = (E’, G’, #‘, 1’) are history-preserving-equivalent (notation L =hp L’) if 
and only if (8,8,@)~R for some ternary relation R G C,(L) x C,(L’) x P(E x E’) 
satisfying the following conditions whenever (X, X’~)E R: 
(i) f is a bijection between X and X’, such that l(e) = l’(f(e)) and e<e’ iff 
f(e) G’f(e’); 
(ii) VY&(L). Xc Y * ~Y’EC~(L’). X’c Y’ and 3gd(E x E’).(fcg and 
< Y, y’, g)ER); 
(iii) VY’EC~(L’). X’c Y’ * 3YeCf(L). Xc Y and 3geP(E x E’).(fcg and 
( Y, Y’, g)ER). 
The above definition is obviously not affected when c is replaced by the covering 
relation --c (X--c Y iff 3e#X. (Y= X u {e>). We shall use this alternative character- 
ization for history-preserving bisimulation in Section 4. The reader is advised to check 
that the two d-free event structures depicted in Fig. 3 are history-preserving- 
equivalent. 
3. Refinement of actions in A-free event structures 
According to the definition given in [14], refining actions in an event structure 
(E, <, # ,I ) labelled on /i amounts to expanding all events in E into disjoint copies of 
fixed event structures, depending functionally on the labels of events, i.e. on actions in 
A. For the sake of clarity, we distinguish rejinement schemas, sending actions to 
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patterns of event structures, from rejinement maps, sending events to separate copies of 
such patterns. The purpose of a refinement schema o is to specify, for every action 
aE/l, the pattern o(a) of all the isomorphic copies substituted for events labelled a. The 
purpose of a refinement map p is to select exactly the event structures ubstituted for 
events. Given a refinement schema r~ on A, we associate, naturally, with each event 
structure L labelled on A a refinement map pa,L induced from CJ. 
As we are interested in general operations of refinement, we set no special restric- 
tion on refinement schemas. In particular, we accept that actions may be refined to 
A-free event structures that may not terminate. However, we make a notable excep- 
tion for the empty event structure, for we do not consider that erasing an action is 
a sensible way to refine it. 
Notations. In the sequel, A is fixed and A denotes the set of all the d-free event 
structures labelled on A. Two event structures are said to be disjoint when their sets of 
events are disjoint. The empty event structure (8,8,0,0) is also denoted by 8. 
Definition 3.1 (Rejinement of actions, re$nement of eoents). (i) A refinement schema is 
a total function rs : Add\@ 
(ii) A rejnement map for L = (E, <, #, I) is a total function p : E+A\f?l that sends 
events to pairwise disjoint event structures disjoint from L. 
(iii) Given an event structure L and a refinement schema (T, where a(a)= 
(E,, &, #a, I,), let the canonical refinement map for L induced from (T be the function 
pb or P~,~, defined as PO(e)= (E,, <,, #.,I,) where Z(e)=a implies: 
&={(e,e’)le’EE,}, (e, e’) 6, (e, e”) iff e’ <.e”, 
U(e,e’))=l,(e’), (e,e’) #e(e,e”) iff e’ #,e”. 
Given an event structure L and a refinement map p for L, the rejnement p(L) of L is 
constructed in the following way. Each event e is expanded into the corresponding 
event structure P(e). The causality and conflict relations which existed in L are then 
distributed uniformly over the newly created events: if e was a possible cause for e’ in 
L then every event in p(e) becomes a possible cause for every event in p(e’), and 
similarly for the distribution of conflicts. 
Definition 3.1 (continued). (iv) Given an event structure LEA and a refinement map 
p for L, let L = (E, <, #, 1) and p(e)= (E,, <,, #,, I,), the refinement of L under p is 
the A-free event structure p(L)= (E’, G:‘, #‘, 1’) defined by the following statements, 
where e, e, , e2 range over E: 
l’=U l,, {<dl,d2)IdlEEe, A d,EE,, A el # e2}. 
e 
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(v) Given an event structure LEA and a refinement schema c’, the rejinement of 
L under (r is the A-free event structure o(L)=p&L). 
Most of the properties that can be established for event refinements p defined by 
refinement maps extend in a natural way to action refinements cr defined by refine- 
ment schemas. For instance, in order to show that a(L) is well-defined, it suffices to 
verify that p(L) is indeed A-free for arbitrary refinement maps. 
Exercise. Let us prove that p(L) as defined above is A-free. Reasoning by contra- 
diction, we suppose that the forbidden pattern A occurs in the graph of p(L). 
Accordingly, let dIeEel, dzEEe2, d3EEc3 be such that d, #‘d2<‘d3co’dI. If e1,e2,e, 
are all different then e, # e2 < e3 co e, and, thus, L is not A-free, contradicting our 
assumptions. If el = e2 = e3 then the forbidden pattern already occurs in p(er ) and, 
thus, p is not a refinement map, contradicting our assumptions. If e, = e2 # e3 then 
either dI <’ d3 or not d2 6’ d3, but both are impossible. The other situations lead to 
similar contradictions. Thus, the forbidden pattern A cannot appear in p(L). 
We will now establish a proposition stating that refinements operate in a composi- 
tional way on configurations. This is a key point for the paper. The proposition tells us 
that, when we refine an event structure, the configurations of the refined event 
structure are formed from the configurations of the nonrefined event structure by 
expanding each event into some configuration of a refining event structure, with the 
important constraint that the refining configuration should be complete whenever the 
event has successors in the nonrefined configuration. 
Proposition 3.2 (Refinement is compositional). Given an event structure LEA and 
a rejnement map p for L, let L=(E,<, #,l) and p(e)=(E,,<,, #.,l,), the set of 
configurations C(p(L)) of the rejined event structure p(L) is the union 
U { PX I XeC(L)) of th e sets of configurations pX equal to { UepX X, I VeEX. (X,E 
C(p(e)) A X,#(b A ((!le’EX.e<e’) * X,finite and complete))}. 
Proof. We prove first that any member of pX is a configuration of p(L) and, second, 
that any configuration of p(L) is in pX for some configuration X. For conciseness, we 
leave it to the reader to verify that all the sets presented as configurations are finitary 
and conflict-free, and focus our attention on the axiom of left closure up to conflicts. In 
both parts of the proof, we set p(L)= (E’, <‘, #‘, 1’). 
(a) YepX => YeC(p(L)): Let YepX. By definition, Y= UeEX X, for some family 
of configurations X&C(p(e)) satisfying the conditions stated in the proposition. Given 
events dl,d2eE’, assume that d,EY, d2<‘d, and d2$Y. We must exhibit some event 
d3E Y such that d2 #’ d3 6’ dI. The following alternative xhausts the possible cases. 
(1) 4 Exe,, erEX, d+&, e2 =el (thus, d2$X,,), d2 &, dI: As X,, is a configura- 
tion, d2 #e,d3 and d3de,dI for some d3EX,,; then d, #Id3 and d3<‘dI by the 
definition of refinement. 
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(2) &Exe,, el~x, hEEel, e<et. Two further cases may occur: e2cX or e2$X. 
(2.1) e,EX: Then Xc2 is complete; since d2$Xe2, d2 #e, d3 for some d3EX,,. Thus, 
d2 #’ d3 and d3 <’ dl by the definition of refinement. 
(2.2) e2#X: As e2 <e, (EX) and X is a configuration of L, there exists e,EX such 
that e2 # e3 and e3 < el . As e3 is not maximal in X, the corresponding configuration 
X+ is complete and, therefore, nonempty; hence d2 # ’ d3 and d3 <’ dl, for some 
d2EXel, by the definition of refinement. 
(b) YEC(~(L)) =S YepX: Given YEC(P(L)), let X={efzE[3d~Y.d~E,} and, 
for any eEX, let X,=( Yn E,). We will establish the following facts by separate 
arguments. 
(1) XeC(L): Assume e,EX, e,<e, and e2$X. Let d,EX,, and d2EEe2; then 
d2 <’ d, by the definition of refinement. Since d, E Y, d2 $ Y and YE C(p(L)), there exists 
d3EY such that d2 #Id3 and d,<‘d,. Let d3EX,,; then e,EX, e2 # e3 and e3<e,, as 
wanted. 
(2) X,EC(p(e)): Suppose per absurdum that X, is not a configuration of P(e). 
Then, by definition, one may find events d,EX, and d,EE,\X, such that d2 <,d, and 
(Vd3EX,): (d3 ce dl)*l (d, #, d3). By rephrasing the above in the language of p(L), 
we obtain: dlE Y, d2# Y, d2 <‘d, and (Vd3EX,): (d3<‘dl)+l (d2 #‘d3). But, since 
Y is a configuration, d2 # ’ d3 and d3 <’ dl for some d3 in Y. Let d3EX,,. Whence, 
e #e3; then necessarily e # e3 and e3 <e, showing the contradiction. 
(3) (Ve,,e2EX): (e2 <el) =(X,+ finite and complete): Suppose per absurdum that 
e2 <e, for some e,, e,EX, but Xe2 is not complete. Xc1 cannot be empty because , EX; 
thus, X,, cannot be infinite because YK(p(L)). Since X,, is finite but not complete, it 
cannot be maximal, and there exists some d2EEe2\X,+ such that (Vd3EXe,): 
1 (d2 #e, d3). Let dl EX,,; then we have the critical situation dlE Y, d2 <‘d, and d2$ Y. 
As Yis a configuration, there exists e3EX and d,EX,, satisfying d2 #‘d3 and d3 <Id,. 
Then necessarily e, #e, and e2 # e3, contradicting XEC(L). 0 
A proposition similar to the above is stated for flow event structures in [14], 
generalizing an earlier proposition proved in [12]. In the remaining part of the paper, 
we intend to construct an explicit model for event structures factored by history- 
preserving equivalence and axiomatize the refinement operations in that model. 
The constructions we develop for this purpose do not depend typically on d-free 
event structures. Indeed, they depend solely on the fact that ordered sets of configura- 
tions (C(L), G) are coherent and finitary prime-algebraic domains and on the assump- 
tion that the property of refinement operations p stated in Proposition 3.2 is valid in 
these domains of configurations. This is the general case for deadlock-free event 
structures. 
From now on, we consider exclusively denumerable event structures, meaning that 
their underlying sets of events and a fortiori their configurations are finite or count- 
able. This assumption will always be left implicit. We introduce, for further use, 
a specialized version of Proposition 3.2 accounting for that restriction. 
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Proposition 3.3 (Refinement in denumerable vent structures). Given a d-free event 
structure L = (E, <, #, 1) and a reJinement map p for L, let X,&(L) be a nonempty 
configuration {eI, . . ., e,, . . . }, where icj * (ei#ej or (Vk)(j<k =S ej=ek)), and,for 
each e,, let X,EC(p(e,)) be a conjiguration of p(e,), Jinite and complete if e, is not 
maximal (w.r.t. <) in X0. Next let (K)i be the sequence of sets defined from YO =X0 
by the inductive statement Y+ 1 = x\(ei+l} vXi+ 1. Then the limit of that sequence 
lim(X)=lJi((Jj,i I;) is a conjiguration of p(L). Conversely, any conjiguration 
YtzC(p(L)) is equal to lim(Y) for some adequate selection of the configurations X,, 
and Xi (i>O). 
4. Sets of computation traces and causal trees 
This section gives the flavour of the model we propose for event structures factored 
by history-preserving equivalence, namely, the model of causal trees. In order to 
smooth the presentation, we introduce successive approximations to causal trees, 
showing how they emerge from domains of configurations of event structures by 
straightforward steps of bijective encoding and abstraction. Starting from sets of 
configurations partially ordered by inclusion, we encode them bijectively to computa- 
tion trees defined as sets of computation truces partially ordered by their left factors. 
A computation trace is a linear word that encodes both the causal ordering of events in 
a configuration and a possible generation ordering for these events, specified by any 
total order (with chains of length at most w) compatible with the causal order. Since 
there may be several ways to refine a partial order to a total order, computation traces 
are less abstract han configurations. Nevertheless, computation trees are just a differ- 
ent representation for partially ordered sets of configurations. The significant step of 
abstraction is taken by forgetting the identity of events from computation trees, and 
this leads precisely to causal trees. 
Notation. Let L = (E, # , <, 1) be any d-free event structure labelled on A. 
Definition 4.1 (Computation traces generatedfrom an event structure). A computation 
truce of L (or simply a truce of L) is a finite or infinite word 7=(e1,K,)...(e,,K,)..., 
such that 
- X1=(el . ..e....} is a configuration of L, called the carrier of 7 (X,eC(L)); 
- each event eEX, occurs exactly once in the word e, . . . e, . . . , called the spine of 7; 
- e,<e, 3 men for every m and n; 
- K, = {eEX, I e <e,} for every n. 
An X-trace of L is a trace 7 such that X, s X (XeC(L)). A complete truce of L is a trace 
7 whose carrier X, is a complete configuration of L. The set of truces (complete traces) 
of L is denoted by Tr(L) (Tr,(L)). The class of all the traces is denoted by TR. 
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Example. Let L be the event structure shown (on the leftmost position) in Fig. 3; then 
(2,0)(4, (2})(5,(2}) and (1,0>(3,0)(4,(1,3})(5,{1,3}) are two complete traces 
of L. 
In order to see that Tr(L) is just an equivalent representation for C(L), it suffices to 
make two observations. The first observation is that one can construct Tr(L) from 
C(L) without using the causality relation in L, because < may be replaced by < n X: 
in Definition 4.1, and because the restriction of the causal order < to a fixed configura- 
tion is completely determined by the set of smaller configurations. Even better, the set 
of finite and complete traces is totally determined by the set of finite configurations, 
because a finite configuration is complete iff it is maximal. The second observation is 
that every configuration XEC(L) is the carrier of some trace in Tr(L). This is due to 
the assumption that all configurations are denumerable and satisfy the axiom of finite 
causes. Informally, to obtain (the spine of) a trace of X: first, classify events by their 
height in the causal order (the height of e is the length of the longest decreasing chain 
from e); second, map X to the positive grid by an injective and height-preserving 
mapping (events with height j receive coordinates (i, j)). Then, iteratively on j and 
iteratively on i for each j, shift simultaneously events (i + k, j) to (i + k + 1, j) until every 
cause (p, 4) of every event (n, j) appears on its left (p < n and q <j) and, finally, pick up 
events along the ordered path (i, j) < (k, 1) iff (i + j < k + 1 or (i + j = k + 1 and i < k)). The 
next statement ells us that sets of traces Tr(L) may be bijectively encoded to trees. 
Proposition 4.2. Tr(L) is closed under the operations of closure by left factors and 
topological closure. 
Proof. The first part of the claim is obvious, because any left-closed subset of 
a configuration is a configuration. The second claim is proved as follows. Let 
u1u1,l42u2 )...) I&u, )... be traces of L, such that the left factors ui, u2, . .., un, . . . form an 
increasing sequence of words. By the first part of the claim, words Ui are traces of L. 
Let Xi denote the carrier of ai; then (Xi)i is an increasing sequence of configurations of 
L and, therefore, X = (ui Xi) is a configuration of L. Using the fact that uigTr(L), it is 
easy to show that the limit of the sequence of words (Ui)i is an X-trace of L. 
Definition 4.3 (Computation tree generated from an event structure). The computation 
tree of L is the deterministic labelled tree Ctr(L) with path language Tr(L), labelled on 
arcs by pairs (e, K ) E(E x P(E)). The class of all computation trees is denoted by CTR. 
Example. Let L be the event structure shown on the leftmost position in Fig. 3, then 
Ctr(L) is the computation tree represented in Fig. 4. 
Informally speaking, computation trees are sets of computation traces glued by 
their left factors: Proposition 4.2 tells us that every initial path in Ctr(L) is a trace in 
Tr(L). Because Tr(L) is a bijective encoding for C(L), Ctr(L) is also one. In order to 
pass from computation trees to causal trees, we proceed by a step of abstraction 
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<5,{2}> 
0 
Fig. 4. A computation tree. 
which amounts to replacing absolute names of events in pairs (e,K) by names 
actions or by relative names of events, depending on their position in the pair. 
of 
Definition 4.4 (Causal tree generated from an event structure). The causal tree of L is 
the tree Ct(L) produced from Ctr(L) by the relabelling of arcs that changes trace 
z=(~~,K,)...(~,,K,,) to the abstract truce q(r)=(l(eI),KI)...(l(e,),K,) where 1 is 
the labelling function of L and Kj = { j- i 1 eiCKj} for all j. 
Example. Let L be the event structure shown on the leftmost position in Fig. 3; then 
Ct(L) is the causal tree represented in Fig. 5. 
In the above example, the computation (2,(b) (4, (2)) (5, (2)) from Fig. 4 is 
replaced by the abstract computation (a,O) (a, { 11) (a, (2)). The action u in the pair 
(a, {l}) represents the event with absolute name 4. The integer digit 1 in that pair 
refers to the event with absolute name 2, that occurs one step earlier in the computa- 
tion. In general, the relutiue name n means: “n steps back”; thus, in (a, (2)) the relative 
name 2 refers to the event with absolute name 2. Several computation traces carried 
by different sets of events may induce the same abstract truce. For that reason, the 
causal tree Ct(L) generated by L is not always deterministic. 
Causal trees may be seen as the product of a combination between interleaving and 
noninterleaving models of concurrency. Milner’s rigid synchronization trees [21], 
typical of the former family of models, are retrieved from causal trees by projecting 
labels (A,K) on their first component; and sets of partially ordered multisets of 
actions, typical of the latter family of models, are retrieved from causal trees by 
forgetting the tree structure and focusing on sets of abstract races: an abstract race is 
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<a&3)>. 
<a,Q> 
<a,{2,3)> 
0 
<a,(2)> 
0 
<a,(2)> 
0 
<cL’O>lT~~ 
Fig. 5. A causal tree. 
nothing but an incremental description of a partially ordered multiset of actions. 
Causal trees were originally proposed by the authors as an autonomous model for 
CCS, independent of event structures. Before carrying on with the current presenta- 
tion of causal trees as a model for event structures, let us state an independent 
definition for them. 
Definition 4.5 (Causal trees). A causal tree on alphabet n is a (nondeterministic) tree 
labelled on arcs by pairs (&K), where A is an action (~/1) and K, the cause of that 
action, is a finite set of positive integers (interpreted as displacements towards the root 
of the tree). The class of causal trees is denoted by CT. 
It appears now clearly that causal trees on alphabet ,4 are regular instances of 
synchronization trees on the enriched alphabet JI x P(N). For that reason, all state- 
ments and results developed so far for synchronization trees apply to causal trees as 
well including, notably, the various definitions of and axiomatizations for bisimula- 
tion equivalences present in the literature. We adapt here, for subsequent use in the 
field of causal trees, the classical Park’s [24] and Milner’s [22] equivalence of strong 
bisimulation. The weak and branching bisimulation equivalences have been adapted 
in a similar way in [9, lo]. 
Notation. For causal trees T and T', let T-(A, K)-P T' mean that an arc with label 
(2, K) leaves the root of T and leads to the root of T'. 
Definition 4.6 (Strong bisimulation for causal trees). Two causal trees T and T' are 
strongly bisimilar (notation: T-T') if and only if there exists a relation R c 
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(Subtrees( T) x Subtrees( T’)) such that 
(i) TRT’ 
(ii) for any trees U (&ubtrees(T)) and U’ (&ubtrees(T’)): 
_ if UR U’ and U-(&K)+V for some V 
then U’-(,l.,K)+ V’ and VR V’ for some V’, 
- if U R U’ and U’-(A, K)+ V’ for some V’ 
then U --(A, K ) + V and V R V’ for some V. 
Notation. In the sequel, Cisl (ni, Ki) Z denotes a causal tree T with set of initial arcs 
{ T-(li, Ki)+ z 1 ill}. This notation is abbreviated to nil in the case when I =0. In 
this way, strongly bisimilar trees represented by the same set are given a common 
notation. The trees considered are, up to strong bisimulation, indeed isomorphic to 
sets. Accordingly, (Ai, Ki) T’E T is just another formulation for T--(/Ii, Ki)+ z’, and 
T+ T’ is the union of the sets T and T’. 
Example. The two different event structures hown in Fig. 3 generate the causal tree 
~~~0)~~~0)~~~,{~,2))~a,{2,3})nil+(a,{1,2})(a,(2,3})nil) 
+<40>(<4 (1)) <a, (2))nil+(a, {l})(u, (2))nil) 
+<~~0>~~~0>(~~,{1,2}~(a,{2,3})nil+(u,{1,2})(u,(2,3})nil), 
represented in Fig. 5. 
Figure 3, thus, displays the case of two history-preserving-equivalent event struc- 
tures that happen to generate strongly equivalent causal trees. That nice situation of 
agreement between the two equivalences is general. Let us state this claim precisely. 
Definition 4.7 (Causal equivalence on event structures). L and L’ (EA) are cuusully 
equivalent (notation: L q L’) iff Ct(L) - Ct(L’). 
Theorem 4.8. The history-preserving equivalence and the cuusul equivalence coincide 
on A. 
Proof. Let L = (E, # , <, 1) and L’ = (E’, #‘, G’, 1’ ) be two A-free event structures; we 
should prove that Lqp L’ iff L=, L’. 
(1) L=, L’ =a Lshp L’: By Definitions 4.4 and 4.6, L-, L’ entails the existence of 
a relation R E Tr(L) x Tr(L’) such that 
(i) E R E’ (E and E’ denote, respectively, the empty traces of L and L’), and 
(ii) whenever z R Y: 
(a) if r=t(e,K)ETr(L) then 3(e’,K’): t’=z’(e’,K’)eTr(L’) and CRC’ and 
(P(O=(PW, 
(b) if <‘=r’(e’,K’)ETr(L’) then 3(e,K): <=z(e,K)ETr(L) and (Rt’ and 
v(5)= (Pw 
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By eliminating unnecessary pairs of traces, one may always assume that R is a relation 
between finite traces, which, moreover, satisfies ZRT’ + q(r)=&‘). Under this 
assumption, we construct from R the least relation W E C,(L) x C,(L’) x P(E x E’) 
such that, for any pair of traces r, r’, with respective spines e, . . . e, and e; . . . e;, z R z’ 
* (X,, Xr,,fr,rV)~B withf,,,.(ei) = ei. We claim that relation %? satisfies the conditions 
stated in Definition 2.3, showing that L =hp L’. The justification for this claim is that, 
whenever X and X u {e> are finite configurations of L, there exists at least one pair of 
traces r and z(e,K) in Tr(L) such that X,=X. 
(2) L=hP L’ z- Lr, L’: By definition, L=hp L’ entails the existence of a relation 
.%? G C,(L) x C,(L’) x P(E x E’) such that: 
(i) (0,0,0>4t and 
(ii) whenever (X, X’,&W: 
(a) f is a bijection from X onto X’, satisfying I(e)= E’(f(e)) and e<e’ iff 
f(e) G’fk’) 
(b) Ve: (Xv(e))&,(L) * 3e’: (X’u {e’})ECr(L’) and (Xv {e], X’u (e’>, 
Su{(e9e’>l>E~ 
(c) Ve’: (X’u{e’})ECf(L’) * 3e: (Xu{e})ECJL) and (Xu{e},X’u{e’}, 
fu{<e,e’>}>E~. 
We construct from %! a relation R E Tr(L) x Tr(L’) between finite traces of equal 
length. For a pair of traces t, r’ with respective spines eI . ..e. and e; . ..eA. let ZRT’ if 
and only if (X,, X,,,f)~9 forf(ei) = ef. Then R satisfies all the conditions stated for 
R in part 1, showing that LE, L’. 0 
The above result was first claimed for prime event structures by Vaandrager [26], 
who proved the identity between history-preserving equivalence and mixed ordering 
equivalence [ll]. A more general theorem stating the identity between history- 
preserving equivalence and causal equivalence for stable event structures is due to 
Aceto [l]. Recalling that history-preserving equivalence is resistant o action refine- 
ment in flow event structures [14], and in view of the inclusions Primec A-free c 
Flow c Stable, one can assert he following: action rejinement on A-free event structures 
may be given an adequate semantics in the explicit model of causal trees, The next 
section presents our proposal to this effect. 
5. Refinement of actions in sets of traces and causal trees 
The purpose of this section is to supply a direct definition for operations ect of 
dynamic refinement on causal trees that interpret correctly the corresponding opera- 
tions o of static refinement on A-free event structures, i.e. that verify a,,(L) = Ct (a(L)) 
for every LEA and for every rr : A+ A. As regards the operations of dynamic refine- 
ment on sets of configurations, the correct definition emerges from Proposition 3.2. In 
order to find out the suitable operations of dynamic refinement on causal trees, the 
method we naturally follow is to shift that definition by successive steps along the 
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chain built in Section 4. Thus, we start from the definition of refinement on (sets of) 
configurations contained implicitly in the statement of Proposition 3.2, adapt that 
definition to (sets of) traces, and next lift the result to computation trees and, 
therefrom, to causal trees. The consistency of the operations of dynamic refinement 
with the operations of static refinement is proved in three steps, almost immediate 
apart from the first one. The main difficulty encountered is to supply an inductive 
definition for refinement on traces, adapted from a noninductive definition for 
refinement on unstructured configurations. In overcoming that obstacle, we gain 
algebraic axioms for refinement. 
5.1. Rejinement of events in computation traces and sets of computation traces 
Refining events in computation traces naturally amounts to expanding events into 
(sets of) computation traces. However, the correct operations of refinement are neither 
morphisms on words nor usual substitutions on languages. Even though traces were 
reduced to their spines, refining events ei to traces ri within the trace r = e, . . . ei. . . 
should not result in the trace r’=rl . ..ti.. . but, instead, in some set of traces 
(r1 /Irz... 11 Ti.. .) constructed by merging asymmetrically the zi with priority on the left. 
Actually, things are a little more complex: Let r = (e,, K1 ) . . . (ei, Ki) . . .; then, when- 
ever ei causes ej (eiGKj), all the traces r’ in which the insertion of rj is started before the 
completion of ti should be rejected. Causal dependencies must, therefore, be taken 
into account for controlling the merge, and the presence of components Ki in pairs 
(ei, Ki ) is crucial! 
We will show that, given an event structure L= (E, <, #, 1) and a refinement map 
p for L, the set of traces Tr(p(L)) of the refined event structure p(L) may be expressed 
as p,,(Tr(L)) for some operator ptr determined fully from { Tr(p(e)) 1 eEE}. In other 
words, the set of traces of the refined event structure p(L) depends functionally on the 
respective sets of traces of the nonrefined event ‘structure L and refining event 
structures P(e). This is the expected generalization of Proposition 3.2. 
Before stating definitions, let us explain informally the behaviour of operators 
ptr for unlabelled, finite and conflict-free event structures, hence reduced to partial 
orders L=(E,d). Let E={ei ,..., e,} and let r=(e,,K,)...(e,,K,) be a complete 
trace of L; hence, by definition, Kj= {ei 1 ei < ej>. Let p be a refinement map for L 
and let p(ei)= (El, <i); hence, by definition, the domain E of p and all sets Ei are 
disjoint. Since refining all events ei in parallel is equivalent to refining them in a 
serial way, p(L) =pn o-..~p~(L) for elementary maps pi: {ei}+A, defined as 
pi(ei)=p(ei). Then, p(O)=@ and p(L)=p(pI(L)). Similarly, for traces P(E)= {E) 
and p(r) =&r(t)), where p1 (5) is the set of traces produced by refining el in r 
(events resulting from the expansion of e, are not affected by the rest of the refining 
process p). The nondeterministic operators p and pi are defined on traces (they send 
traces to sets of traces), and they are extended to sets of traces by union additive 
extension. 
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Any trace in pi(r) results from merging some trace tl of p(ei), substituted for e, in 
r=(e,,K,)(e,,K,)...(e,,K,), and the residual trace r2=(e2,K2)...(e,,K,), un- 
affected by the refinement of ei. Furthermore, the trace ti must be complete if e, <ej 
for some j. Let r1 = (e;, K; ) . . . (eh, KA) and Hi = (e; . . . eh}. The asymmetric merge of 
r1 and r2 results in some shuffle of their spines e; . ..el. and e, . ..e.. Since refinement 
distributes over the causal order, the refining events e; inherit, from the refined event 
ei, both the dependencies e<el indicated in K, (by eEK,) and the dependencies 
e, <ej indicated in Kj (by e,EKj). A trace produced by merging ri and 7z is, therefore, 
a word 7’ over symbols (e;,K,uKj) and (ej,Kj[Hi/e,]). Whenever e,EKj, the 
completion of z1 by eh should occur prior to the insertion of ej in the result of the 
merge, because eL is a cause of ej in p1 (L). 
We will define inductively on traces ti and rz an operation of causal merge 72 (1 z1 
conforming to the above description. This operation should be parametric on e, and 
K1 because that data cannot be retrieved from zl. The case for Hl is different, because 
Hl can be retrieved from zl. Better, H, can be reckoned by an inductive process 
synchronous to the merge process, because Hl is never used for updating pairs 
(ej,Kj) before the completion of zl. In order to keep a single inductive process, we 
make the operation of causal merge parametric also on the current approximation of 
Hi, i.e. on the set of events {e; . . . e;} that have already been inserted in the resulting 
trace. 
Definition 5.1 (Causal merge on traces). Let the family of causal merge operators 
[K(e) H 1, indexed on parameters e(ranging over events) and K, H (ranging over finite 
sets of events), be the greatest solution (w.r.t. pointwise inclusion) to the (infinite) 
system of equations: 
- c[K(e)H]s={s}; 
- ~[K(e)H]((e”,K”)t”)=(e”,KuK”).(~[K(e)Hu{e”)]~”); 
- ((e’,K’)z’)[K(e)H]~=(e’,K’[H/e]).(r’[K(e)H]s); 
- ((e’,K’)r’)[K(e)H]((e”,K”)r”) 
=if (e$K’) then (e’,K’) .(r’[K(e)H]((e”,K”)r”)) 
u(e”,KuK”).(((e’,K’)r’)[K(e)Hu{e”}]r”), 
where (e,K).T=((e,K)rlreT) and K[H/e]=if (e$K) then K else (K\e)uH. 
Example. The merge xpression (<a,@> 0, {c,e) >I C(c> (e> (h}l (<J;O> (g, (f} >I, 
where c causes e causes b, evaluates to a set of three traces, namely, 
(“6 {c>  (99 {cJ-) > (4 8) @, {c, Us> >, 
<f; {c> > (4 8) (9, {cJ1 > (b, {c, h,f; s> >, 
(4 0) <f; {c> > (9, @,f) > <by {c, h,J; g> >. 
Definition 5.2 (Rejinement on truces). Given an event structure L with set of events 
E and a refinement map p for L, the rejnement operator induced from p (and L) is the 
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greatest (w.r.t. pointwise inclusion) operator ptl : TR+P(TR) that satisfies the follow- 
ing equations: 
- P&) = {a}; 
- for every e$E, 
Ptl((e,K)z)={&}u(e,K).p,,(~); 
- for every eEE, 
o&eJVr)= (~1 u u {(e’, K). P& [K(e) @‘)I r’)l (e’,k’J>~‘~Wp@))}, 
where Tr,(L) is the set of complete traces of L (see Definition 4.1). 
Remark. The only way to see whether e is maximal with respect o the causal order in 
(e, K) r is to inspect r, but any look-ahead into the trace t is impossible, since we are 
willing to define ptr inductively on traces. For that reason, the refining traces are 
always chosen complete and the provision for the a’s is a necessary correction. This 
correction is safe because Tr(p(L)) is closed under left factors. 
Proposition 5.3 (Validity of the refinement operations). Let p be a refinement map for 
LEA; then Tr(p(L))=p,,(Tr(L)). 
Proof. A trace r=(eI,KI)...(e,,K,)... may be represented equivalently as a bi- 
order (X, <, +), where X is the carrier of r (X = {el , . . . , e,, . . . }), < is the causal order 
in r(ei< ej ilf eiEKj), and + is the generation order in r (ei+ej iff i< j). Modulo this 
change of representation, Proposition 5.3 is equivalent o the following claim. 
Claim. Given an event structure L and a rejnement map p for L, let zo be a (nonempty) 
trace of L with carrier {eI, . .., e,, . . . } and, for each e,, let T, be a complete trace of p(e,). 
For every n>O, let z,,=(X”, <,,, +,,), assuming that (ei+o ej) iff (i< j). Next let 
r: = (Y,, <A, -b) be a sequence of bi-orders such that zb = to and, for all n, 
(9 Y,+t=(Y~\(e,+I})uXk+I, where 
- YA is a subset of K, left-closed w.r.t. -+b; 
- XL+, is a subset of X, + 1, left-closed w.r. t. +,, + 1, empty tf e, + 1 4 Y,; 
- if e,+l E Yd and XL+ I #X,+ I then e,, 1 is maximal w.r.t. <k in Yi; 
(ii) <A+ 1 is the least order relation on Y,+ 1 such that: 
- a<kb * a<:+I b for a,bEY,n Y,+t; 
- a<,+lb~ac:,+lbfora,b~X,+lnY,+l; 
- a<Le,+I * a<h+t bfor cz~Y,nY,+~ and bEXn+InY,+l; 
- e,+lcib =S a<h+,b for aeX,+InY,+l and bEY,nY,+t; 
(iii) -$+ 1 is any total order on Y,,, compatible both with <b+ I (on Y,,,) and with 
the restrictions of the total orders -4 (on Y,n Y,+1) and +,,+t (on Xn+l n Y,+t). 
Then luWJ=(U. n,4Ym), u. n,,,(<L), u. ~,2,(+k,)) is a trace of o(L). Con- 
oersely, any trace in Tr(p(L)) is equal to lim(Qfor some adequate selection of the traces 
z. and 2, (n > 0). 
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Proof. This straightforward adaptation of Proposition 3.3 is justified by the fact, 
observed in Section 4, that every configuration is the carrier of some trace, and by 
Proposition 4.2, which shows that the connection between configurations and traces is 
maintained by the operations of right cancellation and limit of increasing chains. 
5.2. Rejinement of events in computation trees 
Recall that computation trees are just deterministic trees formed from sets of traces. 
Refinement of events carries over to computation trees with an almost invariant 
description, thanks to their deterministic nature. Following the conventions proposed 
(for causal trees) in Section 4, computation trees may be represented as sums. Sum 
forms CisI (ei, Ki) T (where the z are computation trees) are reserved to nonempty 
computation trees, whereas nil denotes the empty computation tree. The next defini- 
tions are immediate transpositions of Definitions 5.1 and 5.2 and deserve no further 
comment. 
Definition 5.4 (Causal merge on computation trees). Let the family of causal merge 
operators [K (e)H], indexed on parameters e(ranging over events) and K, H (ranging 
over finite sets of events), be the (unique) family of (deterministic) operators on 
computation trees that satisfy the following equations, where T’=&, (ef, Kf ) T[ and 
T” =CjeJ (e$‘, KY) Ty: 
_ nil[K(e)H]nil=nil; 
- nil[K(e)H] T”=CjsJ (e(i,KuK;)(nil[K(e)Hu{e;}]T,!‘); 
- T’[K(e)H] nil=Ci.l (ef,Kf[H/e])(T/ [K(e)H] nil); 
- T’[K(e)H] T”=Ce,~;(ef,Kf)(T/[K(e)H] T”) 
+Cj,_, (e;,KuK~)(T’[K(e)Hu(e~)] Tj”). 
Definition 5.5 (Refinement on computation trees). Given an event structure L with set 
of events E and a refinement map p : E+ A for L, the refinement operator pctr :CTR-r 
CTR is the (unique) operator that satisfies the following equations, where 
T=Cial (ei, Ki) z: 
- p&nil) = nil; 
- ~AT)=&E (ei,Ki)p,,,(T)+C {(e’,Ki)p,,,(~[Ki(ei){e’)l T’)IwE and 
(e’,@> T’ECtr(p(eJ)}. 
Proposition 5.6 (Validity of the refinement operations). Let p be a rejinement map for 
an event structure L; then Ctr( p(L)) = p,,,(Ctr(L)). 
Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 5.3 by the above definitions. 0 
5.3. Refinement of actions in causal trees 
We are finally ready to supply a representation for refinement operations factoring 
over classes of history-preserving-equivalent event structures by carrying over 
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the refinement operations from computation trees to causal trees. Recall that causal 
trees are induced from computation trees by relabelling their arcs so as to transform 
a computation trace (ei, K1 ) . . . (e,, K,) into an abstract trace (Ai, K, ) . . . (A,, K,), 
where events ej are replaced by actions lj and where sets of events Kj are replaced by 
the sets of numbers Kj= { j-i I eiEKj}. In accordance with the principle of abstraction 
from events, refinement operations on causal trees are concerned with actions and 
they are induced from rejinement schemas (in place of refinement maps). Since the 
distinction between refined and nonrefined actions is essential for the inductive 
definition of the refinement process, we need two copies of the alphabet of actions. 
Notation. The alphabet of actions considered from now onwards for the class CT of 
causal trees is a disjoint union A = (JI u A-), where 0 is an involution on A sending 
J (EA) to A- (~,4-). This involution is extended to causal trees on A according to the 
recursive definition: (CiEr (ai, Ki) z)- =(‘&.I (~~7, Ki) Ti-). 
Causal trees are refined in a top-down way. The new actions produced by refine- 
ment are selected from the duplicated alphabet /i-, while the nonrefined actions 
belong to the original alphabet A. The original (i.e. not yet refined) summands of 
a causal tree T=(Cier (uiy Ki) TJ are, thus, recognized from the characteristic prop- 
erty aiE/l. When refining a causal tree T according to a refinement schema Q: A-A, 
each original summand (ai, Ki) z of Tis changed to the causal merge of c(ai)- and z, 
resulting in a mixed tree where refined actions 1- and nonrefined actions 1 are both 
present. The nonrefined actions I are eliminated by a recursive application of the 
refinement operator O, which does not affect the refined actions A-. These informal 
ideas underlie the following transposition of Definition 5.5, where 
1 + K = { 1 + k 1 ke K } and the causal merge operation [K (n) H] is defined afterwards. 
Definition 5.7 (Refinement on cuusul trees). The refinement operator induced from the 
refinement schema CJ: n+d is the (unique) operator a,,:CT+CT satisfying the 
following equations, where T=‘&sl (ui, Ki) z: 
_ oC, (nil) = nil; 
- ~ct(T)=Ca~+n <ai,Ki)c,,(Z)+C {(~L-,Ki)~,t(~[l+Ki(l){l}l U-)lai~~ and 
<PL,@) uEct(o(ui))>- 
Let us now give an informal description of the merge operation T[K (n)H] U for 
causal trees (compared to the merge operation T [K(e)H] LJ for computation trees). 
The causal tree U may be seen as what remains of a causal tree a(n)- refining action 
;1 after all arcs on the path leading to U have been consumed in the merge. All the 
consumed arcs are referred to by pointers in the set H. Similarly, the causal tree T may 
be thought of as the residual of a causal tree V that appeared before refinement in 
some summand (1, Kn) V. Number n is a backwards displacement referring to the arc 
labelled (A, K,) (or to the corresponding event e). The set of pointers K indicates the 
causes of the refined action A and is a copy of KI up to the uniform increment of 
pointers by the number of steps already performed in the merge process. At each step, 
one action is taken from U, or from T, provided that it does not depend on the arc 
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labelled (2, K, ) (representing e). To maintain a correct encoding of causal depend- 
encies by sets of pointers, the pointers in Tare updated when the action is taken from 
U, and vice versa. The updating is realized by a delay operation (1~) accounting for 
the fact that actions have been pushed one tick in the past. For the same reason, n and 
K are updated to n + 1 and 1 + K. (Such corrections were not needed for computation 
trees, due to the absolute names used there for events, as opposed to the relative 
pointers used here.) Actions taken from U inherit the cause K of ,I, updated to 1 +K 
(corresponding to the union Ku Kj’ in the case of computation trees). Every action 
taken from U is recorded in H (corresponding to the union H u {ej’} in the case of 
computation trees). As soon as U has been exhausted, actions recorded in H are 
passed as causes to all actions (A’, K’) in T such that nEK’, showing that, originally, 
they were caused by ,I. That inheritance is realized by a substitution K’[H\n] 
(corresponding to the substitution K’[H\e] for computation trees). 
Definition 5.8 (Merge on causal trees). The family of merge operators [K(n)H], 
where n ranges over numbers and K,H range over finite sets of numbers, 
is the (unique) family of (deterministic) operators on causal trees that satisfy the 
following equations, where 6H=(l +H)u(l), letting T’=Cie~ (af,Kf) T/ and 
T”=Cj,J (a;, KJ’) Ty: 
_ nil[K(n)H]nil=nil; 
- nil[K(n)H] T”=CjEJ (aJ,KuKj’)(nil[l+K(n+l)GH] T,l’); 
_ T’[K(n)H]nil=Ci,r(af,K~[H/n])(T~[1+K(n+1)1+H]nil); 
- T’[K(n)H] T”=Cn+~; (a~,Kf)(T~[l+K(n+l)l+H]l%T”) 
+CjeJ(ai,KuK;)(lBT’[l+K(n+1)6H]Tj”), 
where 1% is defined hereafter. 
Definition 5.9 (Delay operators). The family of delay operators n% (where n ranges 
over numbers) is the (unique) family of operators on CT satisfying the following 
equations: 
_ n g nil = nil; 
- n%-(Ci.r (ai,Ki)~)=Ci,,((ai,n~Ki)(n+l~~)); 
where nBK={klkEK and k<n}u(k+lIkeK and kan}. 
The adequacy of the above definitions is stated by the following theorem, which is 
an immediate corollary to Proposition 5.6 and deserves no further proof. The theorem 
claims that refinement in causal trees is a model for refinement in event structures. 
Applications are pointed out in the final section. 
Theorem 5.10. Ct(a(L)) = a,,(Ct(L))- f or any A-free event structure L and rejnement 
schema a. 
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6. Applications 
Theorems 4.8 and 5.10 may be used to produce a roundabout proof of the 
refinement theorem established for flow event structures and history-preserving 
equivalence (Ed,,) in [14]. The following statement of that theorem, valid as well for 
d-free event structures ince A-free cjow, differs slightly from the one given in [14]: 
equivalent, but not necessarily identical, refinement schemas are considered here. 
Theorem 6.1. Let L and L’ be event structures labelled on A and let a and a’ be 
refinement schemas dejned on A; then 
(Lqp L’ A VA. a(n) qp a’(n)) * a(L) qp a’(L’). 
Proof (sketch). By Theorem 4.8, Lz,,,, L’ iff Ct(L)=Ct(L’), where E is the strong 
equivalence on causal trees, and, similarly, a(L)Ehp a’(L’) iff Ct(a(L))= Ct(a’(L’)). By 
Theorem 5.10, Ct(a(L))=a,,(Ct(L))- for any event structure L. In order to prove 
Theorem 6.1, it suffices, therefore, to establish the following implication for arbitrary 
causal trees T, T’ and refinement schemas a, a’: 
TE T’ A VI. Ct(a(A))=Ct(a’(A)) =E- (a,,(T)=ah,(T’)). 
This implication follows directly from the general style of the definitions which have 
been stated for refinement operators: owing to the set-theoretic notation for causal 
trees adopted after Definition 4.6, these refinement operators are defined by recursive 
equations in which causal trees are dealt with as elements of the domain 
CT = P((A x P(N)) x CT), where strongly bisimilar causal trees are naturally identi- 
fied since they are equal when considered as sets. 0 
Our initial motivation when we started to construct an explicit model for refine- 
ment in event structures factored by history-preserving bisimulation was to facilitate 
the use of refinement operations by clarifying their abstract semantics. We are not sure 
to have made sensible progress in that direction: the definitions we have given for 
refinement in causal trees are not really enlightening! Nevertheless, these recursive 
definitions are useful in respect of two nice applications: (i) they induce complete 
systems of axioms for process algebras with refinement, and (ii) they suggest an 
operational definition for refinement by run-time process call. These two applications 
are illustrated below. 
In the restricted case of finite causal trees, the conventions of notation attached to 
Definition 4.6 are pointless, because strong bisimulation may be completely axio- 
matized. The following system of axioms is proved complete in [20]: {x + ( y + z)= 
(x + y) + z; x + y = y + x; x+x =x; x + nil = x}. Now, all the general definitions we have 
given for refinement may be adapted to finite causal trees and recasted into classical 
inductive statements about C-terms generated from the constant nil, the operations of 
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prefixing (A, K)x, and the operation of sum x + y. For instance, the axioms of the 
causal merge become 
nil[K(n)H]nil=nil, 
nil[K(n)H]((a”,K”)x”)=(a”,KuK”)(nil[1+K(n+l)6H]x”), 
nil [K(n)H] (x+y)=(nil [K(n)H] x)+(nil [K(n)H] y), etc. 
Complete axiomatizations for algebras of noncommunicating processes enriched with 
refinement may be constructed readily in this way. Let us elaborate an example. Given 
a set of actions A, we consider the term algebra ESA (event structure algebra) over the 
signature with operators and interpretation as follows (a stands for the event structure 
with one event labelled a, and c1< j3, ct # p, a co p are the three event structures on two 
events labelled CI and 8): 
_ 0 is a term, interpreted as the empty event structure. 
- At is a term, interpreted as a(cr < p), where c sends u to 1 and /3 to the interpretation 
of t. 
- t + u is a term, interpreted as cr(c~ # p), where 0 sends c1 to the interpretation oft and 
B to the interpretation of U. 
- t II u is a term, interpreted as ~(GI co B), where 0 sends u to the interpretation oft and 
B to the interpretation of U. 
- t[l-w] is a term, interpreted as a(L), where L is the interpretation oft and B sends 
1 to the interpretation of u (and any other action p to p). 
Clearly, every term of ESA denotes a d-free event structure. Theorem 6.1 tells us 
that it makes sense to form the quotient of this interpretation by history-preserving 
equivalence. Theorem 4.8 tells us that causal trees are an adequate domain for the 
resulting model. Theorem 5.10 tells us that we can derive a denotational definition of 
ESA in the domain of causal trees from the denotational definition of ESA in the 
domain of event structures. For instance, if one lets g(a) = T- and o(p)= U-, the 
above definition of + leads to the statement 
(t + 4ct = wet +ct Met, where T+Ct U = oCt( (a, 8) nil + ( /3,0) nil). 
We use here the obvious adaptation of Definition 5.7 to refinement schemas 
at+l-rCT). If we assemble the above definitions for operators on event structures, the 
axioms of strong equivalence, and the axioms of refinement, we obtain an algebraic 
calculus with presentation as follows (Aen, agnu/i-, a+l+CT)). 
Laws of equivalence 
x+nil=x, x+x=x, x+y=y+x, x+(y+z)=(x+y)+z. 
Laws of duality 
nil - = nil, (x+y)_ =x- +y-, ((u,K)x)_=(a_,K)x_. 
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Laws of operators 
0 = nil, 
nt=~((a,~)(8,{1})nil), where c(a)=(A-,O)nil and a(p)=t-, 
t+u=a((a,0)nil+(~,8)nil), where a(a)=t- and a@)=~-, 
t II u=a((~1,$)(B,8>nil+<B,0>(a,8>nil), where a(a)=t- and a(/l)=u-, 
t [i-w] = o(t)-, where CJ(A.) =u and a@‘) = (A’, 0) nil for 1’ # 1. 
Laws of rejinement 
a(ni1) = nil, 
4x + Y) = 44 + dY)> 
a((~_,K)x)=(l_,K)a(x), 
~((~,K)x)=~((a-,K)~(xCl+K(1)(1)1y)I(a,0)y~a(l)). 
Laws of merge 
Let x’=C { (af,Ki)x; 1 iEZ} an x”=C ((a$‘,Kj’)xJIjEJ}, where Z,J#& then d 
nil [K (n) H] nil = nil, 
nil[K(n)H]x”=z {(a~,KuK~)(nil[l+K(n+1)6H]x~)~j~J}, 
x’[K(n)H]nil=~((af,Kf[H/n])(x~[l+K(n+l)l+H]nil))i~l}, 
x’[K(n)H]x” 
=~((af,K~)(xf[l+K(n+l)l+H](l~x”))li~l and n$Kf} 
+~((a~,KuK~)((l%x’)[l+K(n+l)6H]x~)Ij~J}. 
Laws of delay 
n % nil = nil, 
n$(x+y)=(n%x)+(n%-y), 
n%((a,K)x)=(a,(n%K))(n+l%x). 
Operational specifications in which refinement is interpreted at run time may also 
be obtained by converting the algebraic laws of the calculus into equivalent laws of 
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operational semantics, e.g. the following: 
a((C(,0)ni1+(8,0>nil)-((a,K)~x 
t+u-(a,K)+x 
a(cr)=t a(B)=u 
7 3 
~‘--(a;, Kf)+x; x” E nil 
x’[K(n)H]x”-(a~,K;[H/n])+x;[1+K(n+l)l+H]x” 
(where x”=nil may be replaced by the negative premise (not x”- (a, K)+y”)). 
Causal trees provide all the data needed for handling nested process calls; an 
extensive treatment of this subject may be found in [18]. In that work, which extends 
significantly beyond [2, 151, the problem of handling deadlocks, together with re- 
finements, has been treated for an algebra of event structures with TCSP-communica- 
tion and CCS-like restriction, supplied with operational specifications in the above 
style. 
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